Symposium Website: [www.mmt2015.org](http://www.mmt2015.org)

MMT2015 Program Overview is available [here](http://www.mmt2015.org/overview.htm)! Download PDF [here](http://www.mmt2015.org/programOverview.pdf)

**Online Registration** open now: [http://www.mmt2015.org/registration.htm](http://www.mmt2015.org/registration.htm)

**Invited Keynote Speakers for MMT2015**

- Deren Li (Wuhan University, China): Mobile Mapping Technology: historical development and future trends
- Dorota A. Grejner-Brzezinska (The Ohio State University, USA): On multi-sensor PNT technologies applied to mobile mapping and other emerging applications
- Scott Simmons (OGC): Standards Activities Facilitating the Integration of Outdoor and Indoor Navigation
- Michelle D. Quirk (NGA, USA, to be confirmed): Mobile Mapping and Robotics: Advancements, Challenges, and Trends

**Accepted Abstracts for MMT2015 (updated on 20-Nov-2015)**

4. Zakaria Yehia: Automated Collection System Using Tablets and GIS

5. Asmamaw Yehun and Dr Addisu Hunegnaw: SECOND AND THIRD ORDER IONOSPHERIC EFFECT ON GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) SIGNALS FOR PRESICE POSITIONING ALONG EQUATORIAL INTERNATIONAL GEODETIC SERVICES (IGS) SATATIONS


7. Haiting Li, Houzhi Wang, Yanhong Li, Inah Okon and Jason Moller: Interactive Panoramic VideoMap

8. Ye Ren, Xiaohui Li, Haitao Wu, Longxia Xu and Feng Zhu: An low-cost parameter estimation for zenith tropospheric delay based on GNSS clock error prediction
9 Yuning Xie and Yunfan Wang IMAGE MATCHING BASED ON A VALID REGION USING VANISHING POINT INFORMATION DURING 3D BUILDING RECONSTRUCTION

10 Alistair Hart Beyond the network - enabling mobile mapping in remote areas

11 Mark Bell Network level mapping of above and below ground assets through the integration of Lidar and massive array Radar

12 Xiaolin Gong and Shuai Zhang A Modified Two-Filter Smoothing Method for SDINS/GPS Integrated System

13 Tongyu Che Precise BDS Satellites Orbit Simulation for Services in Mobile Mapping

14 Martin Isenburg Full Waveform LiDAR in PulseWaves

15 Xiaowen Luo and Huajun Xu Improved method to detect and repair cycle slip in real time during GNSS medium-long baseline marine surveys

16 Huajun Xu and Haitao Wang Research on BeiDou Satellite Flying Area Definition and the Monitoring Ability of Ground Tracking Network by Broadcast Ephemeris

17 Jin Wang AUTOMATIC ESTIMATION OF ROAD CENTRE POINTS WITH MLS TECHNOLOGY

18 Wei Wang, Zhengbing Xue, Jinyao Gao, Tao Zhang and Xiaowen Luo A Comparison Between Strapdown Gravimetry Systems and Spring Gravimeter

19 Li Changhui and Song Yang Mobile Laser Measurement System Based on Riegl VZ400 and LadyBug3

20 Guenther Retscher and Franz Obex A User Assistance and Guidance Service for Multi-modal Public Transit Situations Based on Cooperative Positioning

21 Hui Deng, Hongyang Li and Yiping Jiang Forecast for Large-span Roof System Deformation Based on Grey Model

22 Hui Deng, Hongyang Li and Cheng Su Analysis and Displacement Monitoring for Large-span Spoke Tension Roof Structure

23 Yupu Wang, Zhiping Lu, Yanwen Wang and Yang Cui Prediction of Navigation Satellite Clock Bias Considering Clock’s Stochastic Variation Behavior with Robust Least Square Collocation

24 Yang Cui, Zhiping Lu, Yupu Wang, Linyang Li, Dashuang Sun and Zhengsheng Chen A Distributed Processing Strategy for Data of Huge GNSS Networks

25 Alvand Miraliakbari, Sokunthet Sok, Yashon O. Ouma and Michael Hahn COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF PAVEMENT CRACK DETECTION USING KERNEL-BASED TECHNIQUES IN ASPHALT ROAD SURFACES

26 Muhammad Bilal, Jin Tian and Yuan Heliang Visualization of real time differential GPS performance in Beijing

27 Qian Yu, Petra Helmholz, David Belton and Geoff West Semantically Enhanced 3D Building Model Reconstruction from Terrestrial Laser Scanning Data

28 Sun Jin Research on Rapid Transfer Alignment Method Based on “Velocity Plus Attitude” Matching
29 Subramanian Ramasamy, Roberto Sabatini, Terry Moore and Chris Hill Avionics-Based Integrity Augmentation System Performance in the Presence of Directional and Non-Directional Jammers

30 Andong Hu, Jian Wang and Xin Li A Floor-Map-Constrained IMU Ubiquitous Positioning Algorithm Using Multi-Filter

31 Li Jiayuan, Qingwu Hu and Mingyao Ai Maximum Good Matches for Fisheye Image

32 Chenglu Wen, Siyu Pan, Cheng Wang and Jonathan Li 3D MOBILE MAPPING AND 6-DOF SELF-LOCALIZATION IN BUILDING INTERIORS USING MULTIPLE MOBILE PLATFORMS

33 Roberto Sabatini, Subramanian Ramasamy, Terry Moore and Chris Hill Evaluation of SBAS, GBAS and ABAS Techniques for UAS Sense-and-Avoid

34 Tan Renchun, Wang Houzhi and Peng Qingshan Research of Single body modeling in 3D Urban Model Based on Oblique Photograph

35 Xuewu Qian, Tijing Cai and Li Ma Methods of Accelerometer Scale Factor Real-time Feedback Adjusting for Gravity Gradiometer of Rotating Accelerometer

36 Danxun Jiao, Yanzhao Wang, Song Dong, Jiaxin Duan and Dongkai Yang Motion Pattern Recognition Based on Android

37 Takashi Michikawa, Kento Moriwaki, Nobuyoshi Yabuki, Tomohiro Fukuda, Keishiro Hara and Shuji Kurimoto Automatic extraction of roadside trees from MMS data using minimum spanning tree

38 Li Linyang, Lu Zhiping, Cui Yang, Li Jian, Lv Hao and Wang Yupu Research on the Cloud Storage Method of Massive GNSS Small Files

39 Yanhong Kou and Han Zhang Sample-wise aiding in GPS/INS ultra-tight integration for high-dynamic high-precision tracking

40 Ya Wang, Wenqi Wu and Maosong Wang Contrastive Analysis of Sampling Quantization and Filtering Influence on Coning Compensation Algorithms

41 Yunlong Teng, Jinling Wang and Qi Huang Characteristics of Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) for Indoor Pesudolite Positioning

42 Trung Duong, Kai-Wei Chiang and Hsiu-Wen Chang DEVELOPMENT OF A REAL-TIME INS/GNSS/VISUAL ODOMETRY INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEM

43 Norbert Haala Image Based Mobile Mapping for 3D Urban Data Capture

44 Lasse Klingbeil, Christian Eling, Erik Heinz, Markus Wieland and Heiner Kuhlmann Direct Georeferencing for Portable Mapping Systems – In the Air and on the Ground

45 Naif Alsubaie and Naser El-Sheimy Low Cost Mobile Mapping Using Smartphones

46 Jinjun Xu, Xinwei Guo and Minghui Yu New method for directly calculating deformation based on point clouds

47 Chi Chen, Bisheng Yang, Shuang Song and Yifei Zhan AUTOMATIC REGISTRATION OF UAV LIDAR DATA AND SEQUENT IMAGES USING LOCAL PATTERN SIMILARITY
48 Yun Wu and Jinling Wang Performance Evaluations of Advanced RAIM (ARAIM) for LPV-200 Using COMPASS/GNSS

49 Feng Zhou, Danan Dong, Weiwei Li, Wen Chen and Chao Yu Time Group Delay and Differential Code Bias Corrections in Multi-GNSS Point Positioning

50 Zou Jingui, Zhu Yongchao, Li Qin and Xu Yaming Theory and Method of Mobile Precise Trigonometric Leveling System Based on Land Vehicle

51 Wei Yang, Dongkai Yang, Chundi Xiu and Yuanfeng Du Seamless indoor-outdoor localization utilizing PDOP and map matching

52 Miaomiao Cai, Wen Chen, Danan Dong, Le Song, Feng Zhou, Minghua Wang and Chao Yu Dynamic short baseline multipath effect elimination based on Multipath Hemispherical Model

53 Jules Morel, Alexandra Bac and Cédric Vega Computation of tree volume from terrestrial LiDAR data

54 Friedrich Keller and Harald Sternberg Indoor positioning and mapping with a research system, evaluation of extended and unscented Kalman filters and different system models

55 Joao fernando Silva and Maurício Lemes neto Mapping an eight-shape circuit by photogrammetric traverse

56 Yun-Jou Lin and Ayman Habib Adaptive Down Sampling of Planar Regions in Image and LiDAR-Based Point Clouds

57 Antonio Tommaselli, Marcus Moraes, Fernanda Torres, Lucas Santos, Mauricio Rubio, Guilherme Carvalho and Tadeu Tommaselli PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A LIGHT-WEIGHT SCANNER FOR TERRESTRIAL AND UAV APPLICATIONS

58 Adilson Berveglieri and Antonio Tommaselli EXTERIOR ORIENTATION OF HYPERSPECTRAL FRAME IMAGES COLLECTED WITH UAV FOR FOREST

59 Feifei Tang, Zejun Xiang, Degui Teng and Bo Hu A local fitting filtering method for rugged forested zone

60 Daniel Mackey Building better collaboration with ‘disposable’ mobile apps

61 Sebastian Montabone, David Wood, Ramin Rafiei and Mark Bishop A long-range depth camera with configurable field of view and resolution

62 Jian Wang, Xinglong Tan and Xin Li Laser Scanning SLAM Integrated with Internal Navigation by Adaptive Extended Kalman Filter

63 Bisheng Yang, Wenxia Dai, Zhen Dong and Yang Liu An Extended Min-Cut Approach for Individual Tree Extraction and Parameters Estimation

64 Hoang Long Nguyen, Petra Helmholtz, David Belton and Geoff West New Segmentation methods for sparse mobile laser scanning point clouds

65 John Nolan, Rod Eckels, Michael Olsen, Ty Lasky, Kin S. Yen and Bahram Ravani Analysis of Multipass method for collection and processing of mobile scan data

66 Michiel Vlaminck, Hiep Quang Luong and Wilfried Philips Indoor mobile mapping using lidar-scanning: A hybrid approach
67 Jihun Kang, Hyeondeok Kim and Sunghyun Yeon Development of Localization Technique for Large-scale KML data processing

68 Lei Chen, Yangbo Huang, Yingxiang Liu, Baiyu Li and Gang Ou Feasibility Analysis of Deep Space Positioning by Inter Satellite Link’s Wide Beam Signal

69 Tuan Li, Hongping Zhang, Xiaoji Niu and Quan Zhang Performance Evaluation of a Tightly-Coupled RTK/INS Algorithm Using Centralized Kalman Filter

70 Xing Wang and Guangfu Sun BDS GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES MULTIPATH EFFECTS MITIGATION AND ITS APPLICATIONS FOR HIGH ACCURACY NAVIGATION

71 Junbo Shi, Xi Jiang, Gaojing Wang, Xiuxiao Yuan and Yang Cai A preliminary result of real-time GPS precise point positioning-supported aerial triangulation

72 Ancheng Wang, Xiaofeng He, Jiansheng Li, Xiangyang Hao and Songlin Liu Temperature Error Suppression for Vibratory Micromachined Gyroscope Using Kalman Filter Based Angular Rate Estimation Technique

73 Yuanxin Wu and Shitu Luo On Misalignment between Magnetometer and Inertial Sensors

74 Yun-Jou Lin, Chang Jae Kim and Ayman Habib Comparative Analysis of the Performance of Spatial-Domain, Parameter-Domain, and Hybrid Approaches for LiDAR Data Segmentation

75 Ayman Habib and Mehdi Mazaheri Robust Estimation of Epoch-to-Epoch Rotation for a Multi-Camera Mobile Mapping System

76 Fangning He and Ayman Habib UAV-based 3D Reconstruction Using Low-cost Digital Cameras with Large Field-of-View

77 Charles Toth, Greg Jozkow, Steven Ostrowski and Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska Positioning Slow Moving Platforms by UWB technology in GPS-Challenged Areas

78 Grzegorz Jozkow, Charles Toth and Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska Performance Evaluation of LiDAR, Deployed on UAS Platform

79 Allison Kealy, Salil Goel, Guenther Retscher, Vassilis Gikas, Charles Toth, Dorota Brzezinska and Bharat Lohani Cooperative Localization of Unmanned Aerial Systems Using Low Cost GNSS and MEMS Inertial Sensors

80 Ling Yang, Yunzhong Shen and Bofeng Li Inertial pedestrian navigation with a window-recursive approach for walk status detection

81 Kai Sun, Xin Chen, Huajian Ni and Qiang Gao Intelligent Urban Road Infrastructure Management System Based on the Mobile Measurement Technology

82 Chris Taylor Indoor Positioning and Mapping of High Value Asset

83 Mingwu Guo Research on the cloud GIS for the whole life cycle management and application of geographic spatio-temporal big data

84 Narsimha Garlapati, Albert Van Dijk, Marta Yebra and Geoffrey Cary Mapping forest fuel load and structure from airborne LiDAR data

85 Danping Zou Visual-inertial Indoor Localization and Mapping with Structure Lines
86 Yoon-Seop Chang, Seong-Ho Lee, Young-Ho Suh and Joonmyun Cho Integrating shooting location and posture informations into photos and videos from film sites of movies and dramas

87 Nina Homainejad, Chris Rizos and Rhys Bittner APPLICATION OF UAS AS A MOBILE MAPPING TECHNOLOGY

88 Yi-Hsing Tseng and Lin Kuan-Ying Bundle Adjustment of PPIMS Spherical Panorama Images

90 Tamas Lovas, Bence Molnar, Arpad Somogyi and Arpad Barsi Mobile mapping system for street lamp detection

91 Tsung Che Huang and Yi-Hsing Tseng A Preliminary Study of Image-based Indoor Navigation with Panoramic Camera

92 Gao Shan, Li Zonghua and Pan Chenling Study on the Application of UAV Remote Sensing Technology in Land Consolidation

93 Bo Hu, Zejun Xiang, Degui Teng and Feifei Tang The research on 3D reconstruction of intricate antiquities using terrestrial laser scanner

94 Maohua Ding, Wusheng Hu and Xuebiao Shen Study on comparison of zenith tropospheric delay correction models

95 Tao Jin Off-Shore Structural Health Monitoring With Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

96 Yongqiang Li, Lubiao Niu, Zhanliang Yuan, Lixue Li and Xitong Zhang Research on incomplete point cloud models repairing of large-scale scene urban buildings

97 Zhanliang Yuan, Xitong Zhang, Huiyun Liu, Yongqiang Li and Lixue Li Segmentation of connected street trees from mobile LiDAR point cloud scene

98 Martin Isenburg, Anahita Khosravipour, Andrew Skidmore and Tiejun Wang Creating better Digital Surface Models from LiDAR points

99 Amir Saeed Homainejad A Mobile Mapping Approach Developed for Disaster Management System

100 Youngmin Lee, Yoonsik Bang, Mikyeong Moon and Kiyun Yu How to Determine Proper Clustering Level by Zoom Level of Mobile LBSNS Data

101 Chen Zhiyong, Cao Jun and Hong Yong A Calibration Method of Multi-angle Fisheye Panoramic Camera Based on 3D Control Field

102 Shiwei Shao, Xin Huang and Mingjun Pen Analysis of Spatial Characteristics of Urban Facilities based on POIs

103 Peng Mingjun, Li Zonghua, Zhou Haiyan and Meng Cheng A planning support system for evaluating land use impact on transport

104 Uwe Knauer, Everard Edwards, Andrew McGrath, Wolfgang Lieff, Jorg Hacker and Udo Seiffert Towards grape-vine management based on mapping of airborne hyperspectral images

105 Junfeng Xu, Chuan Zhao, Baoming Zhang, Lei Ding and Xiaowei Chen Multi-feature Fusion for Change Detection based on Iterated Slow Feature Analysis
106 Yu Dengbo Study on 3D Digital Display Technology of Cultural Heritage on Mobile Terminal (ICA Session)

107 Xiaowei Chen, Chuan Zhao, Junfeng Xu, Baoming Zhang and Yuzhun Lin Automatic registration of optical aerial imagery with LiDAR data based on features in vegetation and building area

108 Hanbing Wang, Xiaosu Xu and Tao Zhang Algorithm Research to Generate Triangulation Network Based on Quick Convex Hull

109 Changlin Luo, Zonghua Li and Qiuying Tong Spatial Consistency Analysis Model of Construction Land: A Case of Wuhan City

110 Changlin Luo Study of 2G Technique and Method for Millimeter-precision Landslide Monitoring

111 Chuan Zhao, Junfeng Xu, Xiaowei Chen, Baoming Zhang and Lei Ding A novel edge detection method based on high order statics and improved maximum gradient single flow

112 Xuefei Zhu and Jinling Wang Create As-built BIM and Its Applications

113 Wilson Muktar, Jing-Nong Weng and Hai-Long Tian AN ONLINE GLOBAL 3D MAP TOOLS DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

114 Hailong Tian, Jingnong Weng and Teng Lin DATA MANAGEMENT AND VISUALIZATION ON WIKIGLOBE

115 Hua Liu, Li Yan, Changjun Chen and Boyi Wu Automated Road Markings Extraction from Mobile Laser Scanning and Imagery Data

116 Liang Huang, Li Yan and Changjun Chen A Novel Acquisition and Classification Method of Mobile Laser Scanning Data in City Scene


119 Li Yang, Zhuoxi Ma, Rengui Ruan and Xiaolin Jia GNSS High-rate Clock Determination Algorithm Based on Robust Estimation

120 Yaojun Li, Yanfeng Liu, Tao Fei and Jianguh Zhang Inertial Aided GPS Ultra-Tightly Integrated Navigation for High Dynamic Circumstances

121 Xiaofeng He, Lilian Zhang, Junxiang Lian and Zhiwen Xian Vision/INS Autonomous Navigation Based on RatSLAM for Land Vehicles

122 Shen Wei, Qiu Zhengze, Zhu Weidong and Luan Kuifeng An Algorithm of Island & Coast Boundary Extraction Based on Mobile LiDAR Scanning Data

123 Jiming Guo, Gaojing Wang, Jing Cai and Junbo Shi Kinematic mapping using BDS and GPS

124 Yongming Wang, Mingfeng Li, Ding Tan and Bo Yuan A Mobile Deformation Monitoring System for Foundation Pit Based on PDA and WebGIS

125 Cheng Xing, Peng Wang, Yaming Xu and Jingjing Huang A Coordinate System Transformation Method for GB-SAR Data
126 Yujun Du, Zemin Wang, Yunqi Xiong and Jiachun An Preliminary assessment of navigation and positioning performance of BeiDou Navigation Satellite System at Zhongshan station, Antarctica

127 Vassilis Gikas, Guenther Retscher, Allison Kealy, Harris Perakis and Thanassis Mpimis A low-cost RFID/Wi-Fi positioning solution for parking facilities management

128 Jingjing Huang, Peng Tian, Yaming Xu and Cheng Xing A Method of Crack Preprocessing Using Improved Adaptive Pixel Width Template

129 Michael Olsen and Gene Roe Guidelines for the Use of Mobile LiDAR in Transportation Applications

130 Jianjun Zhu, Wenjie He and Qinghua Xie An Improved Remote Sensing Image Segmentation Algorithm For The Extraction of Farmland Boundary Information

131 Bruno Ricaud, Cyril Joly and Arnaud De La Fortelle Non urban driver assistance with 2D tilting laser reconstruction

132 Henrique Oliveira, Ayman Habib, Aluir Dal Poz and Mauricio Galo THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT COST FUNCTIONS ON THE MOSAICKING PROCEDURE FOR TRUE-ORTHOPHOTO GENERATION FROM UAV DATA

133 Michal Bodnar Crowdsourced mapping for disaster emergency response - the Nepal Earthquake case study

134 Xiaoliang Zou, Guihua Zhao, Jonathan Li, Yuanxi Yang and Yong Fang A MULTIVIEW MATCHING ALGORITHM FOR IMAGE SEQUENCES FROM A MOBILE MAPPING SYSTEM

135 Zahra Lari and Naser El-Sheimy Comparative analysis of airborne/terrestrial mobile mapping systems and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for 3D modelling applications

136 Qiaoli Kong High precise orbit determination for HY-2A satellite using SLR data

137 Ryuji Miyazaki, Makoto Yamamoto, Jingxin Su and Koichi Harada Polygonal Model Creation with Reflecting Precise Boundary Edges from the High Density Mobile Mapping Data

138 Neil Slatcher, Liene Starka, Chris Cox and Carlos Gonzalez Quantifying coastal slope instability through integrated time-series airborne laser scanning and photography.

139 Bofeng Li, Zhen Li and Yu'An Tan Partial ambiguity resolution in multi-frequency, multi-system RTK applications

140 Bofeng Li, Yanan Qin and Zhen Li An efficient method for undifferenced cycle slip detection and repair of triple-frequency BeiDou signals

141 Anton Lohr and Jose Guivant Vertical surface alignment as a constraint in real-time graph-based Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping

142 Lucas Veronese and Jose Guivant Improved Global Urban Localization Based on Road Maps and 3D Detection of Road Intersections

143 Tieding Lu and Shijian Zhou A Single Outlier Detection and Reliability of total least squares Estimation

144 Guang-Je Tsai, You-Liang Chen, Chien-Hsun Chu, Hsiu-Wen Chang, Kai-Wei Chiang and Thanh-Trung Duong Floor Plan Generation Using Portable Indoor Mobile Mapping Systems

145 Yong Ding, Li Li and Jian Yao A Fast Classification Method of Mobile Lidar Data
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>Li Li, Jian Yao and Yong Ding  A Robust System of Street Facades Extraction from Mobile Lidar Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>Shih-Huan Huang, Jhen-Kai Liao, Kai-Wei Chiang and Hsiu-Wen Chang  Development of Vision Aiding Pedestrian Dead Reckoning with Smartphone for Indoor Navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148</td>
<td>Joshua Hollick, Petra Helmholz and David Belton  Nonparametric Belief Propagation for Mobile Mapping Sensor Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>Michael Woods, Jose Guivant and Jayantha Katupitiya  Environmental Mapping of Frictional Characteristics Using of Non-semantic Range Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Sunghyun Yeon, Jihun Kang and Insu Lee  System Development and Distribution Technology Research of Geo-Data using the Text-Based Public Open Geographic Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>Qingquan Li, Zhipeng Chen and Qingwu Hu  Laser Aided INS Odometer Navigation System for Subway Track Irregularity Measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>Wei Cheng, Yong Ding and Xing Zhou  DEM Generation Base on Vehicle-borne Laser Cloud Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Deepak Gautam, Arko Lucieer, Zbyněk Malenovský and Christopher Watson  Comparison of MEMS-based and FOG-based IMUs in the context of sensor orientation determination on an unmanned aircraft system (UAS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>Huang Shengxiang, Luo Li and Kang Chao  The Study of the Landslide Monitoring Network Construction within Unified Datum in the Three Gorges Reservoir Area and its Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>Chuanyu Zhou, Jingyuan Li and Yangbo Huang  Performance of TOA and FOA estimation for the new generation COSPAS-SARSAT Search and Rescue signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>Yimin Xu and Jose Guivant  Application of Semantic Information in Scan Registration for Large-Scale 3D Urban Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Guiling Zhao, Wenjing Guo and Song Li  Calibration Mathematical Modeling and Experimental Verification for Three-cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>John Nolan, Todd Keating and Rod Eckels  Hologram Room - Mind-blowing technology to bring scan data into the Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Yoonsik Bang, Mikyeong Moon, Youngmin Lee and Kiyun Yu  A map matching technique for the pedestrian navigation service using Frechet distance approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Zeyu Li and Jinling Wang  Geometric Analysis of Mapping and Navigation based on reality-based 3D maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Mikyeong Moon, Yoonsik Bang, Youngmin Lee and Kiyun Yu  Design and implementation of the pedestrian navigation system for transportation vulnerable people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Hongxing Sun, Xuewen Ding and Fanxiao Meng  The Optimization of the GNSS/INS Integrated System for the Application in Railway Geometry Status Regularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Minghua Wang, Danan Dong, Jieixian Wang, Wen Chen and Zhiren Wang  Multipath Mitigation for Static and Kinematic Code Pseudo-range Relative Positioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
165 Huang Shengxiang, Kang Chao and Zhang Wen Dynamic Deformation Monitoring for Long-span Bridges under Construction and EMD Denoising Method

166 Songlai Han, Baolun Yuan, Guochen Wang and Guangfeng Lu Attitude Accuracy Limit of GPS/INS Integration for Attitude Relied Applications

167 Ali Almagbile, Sattam Alshogoor, Jinling Wang, Ali Al-Shaery and Muwaffaq Alquarashi Integrity Analysis under the Presence of Multiple Faults in Integrated GNSS/INS Systems

168 Hongxing Sun, Xuewen Ding and Fanxiao Meng The Precise Multi-GNSS Positioning for UAV and Its Application in The Low-Altitude Photogrammetry

169 Xiaolong Wu, Zhiqiang Yang and Zhen Tian Study on Calculating Projected Distortion of Measured Length on Gaussian Plane

170 Jeongin Kang, Sojung Oh, Kyoungah Choi and Impyeong Lee Indoor Modeling Using a Rotating Stereo Frame Camera System for Indoor Location-Based Services

171 Ali Al-Shaery, Ali Almagbile, Muwaffaq Alquarashi, Jinling Wang, Hasan Khalil and Mohammed Alzahrani Assessment of the applicability of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) for real-time crowd management in Hajj season

172 Zhen Shi, Zhiqiang Yang and Ji Ma Study of Maglev Gyro Noise Eliminating Method based on Two-position Data Characteristics and Model reconstruction

173 Lifei Han, Changqing Xu and Ling Pei An Automatic Calibration Localization Method for Hardware Variance Problem

174 Guang-Je Tsai, Hsiu-Wen Chang, Kai-Wei Chiang, Chien-Hsun Chu, You-Liang Chen and Thanh-Trung Duong THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MULTI-PLATFORM INDOOR MOBILE MAPPING SYSTEMS

175 Boram Yoon, Hojun Kim and Impyeong Lee Image Feature Matching for Vision-based Car Localization with Geo-referenced Image Database

176 Laszlo Zentai and Laszlo Zentai Cartography 2.0: visualization of spatial tracking data in sport

177 Jihee Jeong, Impyeong Lee and Kyoungah Choi Power Lines Mapping Using a UAV Lidar System

178 Chengfa Gao and Wang Gao Real-Time Precise Point Positioning Augmented with Single GNSS Beacon Station

179 Ji Ma, Zhiqiang Yang and Zhen Shi Study on the Optimization Methods of Maglev Gyro-side Adjustment in the Unequal Precision Measurement of Long tunnel

180 Yu Dengbo The hotspots clustering and visualization analysis of indoor pedestrian positioning data (ICA Session)

181 Mingfeng Li, Yongming Wang, Yu Wu, Zhiliang Liu and Ding Tan The Application Research on Deformation Monitoring of Tunnel Section with Leica 3D Disto

182 Zhuoxi Ma, Li Yang and Xiaolin Jia Research on Prediction and Characteristics of BDS Satellite Clock
183 Jia Fan and Yuchun Huang Accurate Lane Extraction from LiDAR and Panoramic Image Using Mobile Mapping System (MMS)

184 Xiaoji Niu, Quan Zhang, Hongping Zhang and Chuang Shi Accuracies of Position and Orientation Systems on Different Time Scales: Importance and Evaluation

185 Lei Zhao, Meiping Wu, Kaidong Zhang and Juliang Cao Denoising Airborne Gravity Data Using Radial Basis Function of Poisson Wavelet

186 Xiangwei Zhu, Jingyuan Li, Hang Gong and Gang Ou An indoor and outdoor seamless positioning method based on the mutual assistance of base station and GNSS positioning technique

187 Yize Zhang and Junping Chen Generation and Application of High Rate Satellite Clock for BeiDou

188 Wei Yao, Przemyslaw Polewski and Peter Krzystek Classification of Urban Aerial Data based on Pixel Labelling with Deep Convolutional Neural Networks and Logistical Regression

189 Anahid Basiri, Terry Moore and Chris Hill, Location Privacy Concern and the impacts on the Future Markets for Location-Based Services

190 Andrea Masiero and Antonio Vettore, Towards Mobile Mapping with Smartphones

191 Peng Zhenzhong, Li Qianxia and Xia Linyuan Hybrid BD/GPS Positioning for Deformation Monitoring under Restricted Scenarios

192 Xia Linyuan, Li Qianxia, Huang Qiumei and Xia Yixiong, Semantic Cognition on Ubiquitous Trajectories for LBS

193 Andrea Masiero, Francesca Fissore, Alberto Guarnieri, Francesco Pirotti and Antonio Vettore Indoor landmarks mapping and recognition with smartphones

195 Reiji Yoshimura, Hiroaki Date, Satoshi Kanai, Ryohei Honma, Kazuo Oda and Tatsuya Ikeda Automatic registration of MLS point clouds and SfM meshes of urban area

196 Mosheur Rahman Local Government Asset Inventory Using Mobile Mapping Technology

197 Nehla Ghouaiel, Nailja Bogrova and Sébastien Lefèvre Towards land cover map updating with ground-level panoramic photos

198 Michael Chapman, Qingquan Li and Qingzhou Mao Pavement Deflection Measurement employing a Mobile Laser Deflectometer

199 Francesco Cappello Sigma Point based Multi-sensor data fusion for RPAS Navigation and Guidance

200 Rui Zhang, Yueming Hu, Yibin Yao and Weiwei Song Impact of Pseudorange Inter-channel Biases on GLONASS receiver DCB Estimating

201 Hiroaki Date, Shungho Takai, Satoshi Kanai, Ryohei Honma, Kazuo Oda and Tatsuya Ikeda Automatic robust registration of MLS point clouds of urban area

202 Kai Chen and Jinling Wang Geometric analysis for vision-based indoor navigation

203 Kai Chen and Jinling Wang Stochastic modelling for vision-based indoor navigation
204 Mohsen Kalantari 3D Indoor Surveying: Accuracy and utility of the Structure sensor
205 Xinhui Zhu, Ren Wang, Li Yang, Jinling Wang and Jing Liu Study on interoperability of GNSS reference frame
206 Pierre Grussenmeyer, Mickael Royere, Marie-Anne Mittet and Tania Landes CONTRIBUTION OF SKY FISHEYE IMAGES IN THE TRAJECTORY ESTIMATION OF A LOW COST MOBILE MAPPING SYSTEM IN URBAN ENVIRONMENT
207 Kuifeng Luan, Zhenge Qiu, Xiaohua Tong, Wei Shen and Weidong Zhu The Direct Georeferencing of airborne LIDAR without Ground Control Points
208 Shuyang Cheng, Peiyuan Zhou and Jinling Wang Ionosphere Constrained Precise Point Positioning (IC-PPP) Based on Multi-GNSS Dual-frequency Raw Observations
209 Shuyang Cheng, Peiyuan Zhou and Jinling Wang Exploring the Contributions of Regional Ionosphere Model to Ionosphere Constrained Precise Point Positioning (IC-PPP)
210 Ming Yang, Kuan-Yu Chiang and Feng-Yu Chu Instantaneous GPS/BDS Ambiguity Resolution for Precise Kinematic Positioning
211 Peiyuan Zhou and Jinling Wang Performance analysis of precise point positioning based on Station-based Ionosphere Model
212 Peiyuan Zhou and Jinling Wang Determination of Uncalibrated Phase Delays to enhance precise point positioning
213 Du Meng and Wen Yuan A NEW PANORAMIC STATION VISUALIZATION METHOD OF STREET VIEW AND ITS APPLICATIONS
214 Wu Chen, Walid Darwish, Shengjun Tang and Wenbin Li Precise Calibration and Error Modeling for 3D Modelling Sensors
215 Xu Xiang Interlaced matrix Kalman filter for spacecraft attitude estimation
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